The behavior of vortex Rossby ͑VR͒ waves undergoing inertia-buoyancy ͑IB͒ wave emission on vortices with baroclinic vertical structures is studied. We consider monotonic vortices, where the potential vorticity ͑PV͒ decays monotonically with radial distance from the vortex center, and "single-peak" vortices, where the PV reaches a single radial maximum off the vortex center. A linear anelastic model is numerically solved as an eigenvalue problem. The difference between Rossby-inertia-buoyancy ͑RIB͒ waves and traditional coupled VR wave barotropic instability is shown to be associated with the region of the vortex where the mode extracts its energy for growth. The dependence of the growth rate of these RIB modes on the radial and vertical PV gradients of the vortex is studied. New interpretations of the damping of RIB modes on baroclinic, monotonic vortices are found to be as follows: ͑1͒ RIB mode growth depends on a sensitive arrangement of radial momentum fluxes such that it is disrupted by the vertical tilting of the mode by the vortex vertical shear and ͑2͒ RIB modes have a more complicated structure than traditional barotropic instabilities such that eddy viscosity acts more strongly. It is also found that single-peak vortices with annular PV regions that are very thin favor barotropic instabilities with weak IB wave emission, but in contrast, relatively wider annular regions favor barotropic instabilities with strong IB wave emission. The modification of the vortex induced by RIB mode growth is briefly explored in a fully nonlinear model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The instability of vortices is an important topic in many disciplines, especially that of geophysical fluid dynamics. Common examples of strong geophysical vortices are Gulf Stream rings and tropical cyclones. Instabilities in these vortices play an important role in shaping their structure and long-term dynamics.
Nolan and Montgomery 1 found that the typical unstable wave found in tropical cyclones extracts energy from the vortex mainly through barotropic energy conversions. This is because the region of fastest azimuthal winds is typically found in regions where horizontal shears are large but vertical shears are relatively weak. This type of instability shares many of the traits of traditional barotropically unstable waves in Cartesian shear flows, including the necessity for a sign change in the radial gradient of the potential vorticity ͑PV͒. 2 The radius at which the radial PV maximum occurs, which in tropical cyclones is closely associated with an annulus of intense precipitation known as the eyewall, resides interior to the radius of maximum winds. This results in coupled vortex Rossby ͑VR͒ waves riding the radial PV gradients interior to the radius of maximum winds, which we shall refer to as the inner vortex region. The radial shear of the azimuthal wind in the inner vortex region is typically relatively large, allowing the coupled VR waves to extract substantial energy from the vortex by tilting against this shear ͓see Eq. ͑2.19a͔͒.
In Fig. 1͑a͒ is a schematic rendering of two coupled VR waves on a barotropic vortex leading to traditional coupled VR wave-type resonance. The two bold circles represent the inner and outer edges of the annulus of vortex PV, respectively. Along each edge a VR wave exists ͑thin ovals͒. The positive/negative symbols indicate the sign of the vorticity of that component of the wave. For clarity only the circulation induced by the outer VR wave is depicted. The arrows indicate the direction of the circulation. Note that the induced radial component to the circulation over the inner VR wave is positive at a negative anomaly and negative at a positive anomaly. The equation governing the volume averaged PV tendency ͑commonly referred to as enstrophy͒ is
where q is the perturbation PV, Q is the vortex PV, u is the perturbation radial wind, and the overbar denotes an azimuthal average. Through Eq. ͑1.1͒ one can see that these negative azimuthally averaged radial PV fluxes lead to enstrophy growth of the inner VR wave because dQ / dr Ͼ 0 along the inner edge of the vortex PV annulus. A similar feedback is occurring that induces the outer VR wave to grow by fluxes from the inner VR wave. The radial shear of the azimuthal wind in the outer vortex region is typically less than that in the inner vortex region. This is because the shear of the azimuthal winds in the inner vortex region can be quite large depending on the strength of the annulus of PV, but the winds in the outer vortex region decay relatively slowly, typically like r −a , where the mean value of the exponent for mature tropical cyclones is a = 0.4. This value has large variability from a͒ storm to storm but very rarely is larger than about 0.67. [3] [4] [5] While this implies that the outer vortex region may have less potential than the inner vortex region for an unstable wave to extract energy from the vortex shear, it may, in some cases, be the only source of energy.
A monotonic vortex, whose radial PV gradient does not change sign, has little to no shear ͑with respect to radial gradients of the angular velocity͒ in the inner vortex region and therefore the outer vortex region is the only location where an unstable wave may extract energy ͓again, see Eq. ͑2.19a͔͒. However, because a monotonic vortex contains a PV gradient with a single sign, it cannot support two distinct VR waves. For this reason coupled VR wave instability is not possible on a monotonic vortex.
Yet, a monotonic vortex whose radial PV profile decreases sufficiently rapidly can be rendered unstable by an instability mechanism that does not require two VR waves for growth. 6, 7 As shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ , this mechanism relies on the coupling between an inner VR wave and an outer inertia-buoyancy ͑IB͒ wave. Riding the PV gradient is a VR wave ͑thin ovals͒ that, because of its induced unbalanced circulation, emits an IB wave ͑dashed ovals͒ into the far field. The dashed ovals represent centers of divergence, where the positive symbols indicate regions of divergence and negative symbols indicate regions of convergence. The fluid motion generated by the IB wave induces a flow depicted by the large thin arrows. While the flow generated by an IB wave in a zero-vorticity environment would be purely divergent ͑irrotational͒, as depicted here, an IB wave embedded in a shear flow with nonzero vorticity would generate a circulation that is both part divergent ͑irrotational͒ and part nondivergent ͑rotational͒. Regardless of this, the induced radial component to the circulation over the VR wave is positive at a positive anomaly in the VR wave and negative at a negative anomaly. This leads to positive azimuthally averaged radial PV fluxes, but because dQ / dr Ͻ 0 along the outer edge of the vortex PV annulus, enstrophy growth of the VR wave is possible. As the VR wave grows, so then does its unbalanced circulation ͑i.e., the IB wave͒. This selfsustaining feedback between the VR wave and its attendant IB wave is the basic physical mechanism for Rossby-inertiabuoyancy ͑RIB͒ mode instability.
A complementary interpretation of the growth of the RIB mode relies on the use of energy arguments. An axisymmetric vortex is an energy maximum in the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ incompressible fluid equations. The introduction of VR waves along the boundary of this axisymmetric vortex leads to the development of an asymmetric character to the total vortex/wave system, and therefore the reduction in the total energy of the system. In this sense, the VR wave is referred to as a negative energy wave, i.e., it reduces the total energy of the system. 8, 9 To conserve total energy as the VR wave grows it must produce an outward energy flux that will precisely compensate for its negative energy character. This outward energy flux is carried by the outward propagating IB waves. This interpretation of RIB mode growth is consistent with the vanishing of wave activity measures, such as pseudomomentum and pseudoenergy, for growing normal modes. 10 Recent laboratory experiments have confirmed the spontaneous emission of IB waves from vortices in two-layer and stratified fluids. 11 Theoretical work on RIB mode dynamics has focused on shallow-water vortices, 12,13 pancake vortices, 14 and barotropic cyclones. 6, 7 Among other things this body of work found that these modes require relatively large negative gradients in the radial PV profile at radii interior to the mode critical radius to have substantial growth rates. 7 Technically, as long as the radial PV profile of the vortex has a discontinuous transition to the far field, RIB modes exist for arbitrarily small Rossby numbers. 6 In general, however, RIB modes with substantial growth rates in barotropic vortices require large Rossby numbers. In this article, we will focus on large Rossby number vortices with relatively sharp but not discontinuous radial PV profiles. Our goal is to document and understand the modifications induced to the RIB modes by baroclinicity ͑vertical wind shear of the axisymmetric vortex͒. In particular, we wish to address the role of coupled vertical and radial PV gradients in the vortex to the structure and growth rate of the RIB mode, as well as provide a comprehensive comparison against the more traditional coupled VR-VR wave barotropic instability. This paper is organized as follows. Section II will introduce the model, method of solution, and construction of the baroclinic vortex. Section III will present the baroclinic RIB modes and their energetics for the monotonic vortices. Section IV will present the baroclinic RIB modes and their energetics for the "single-peak" vortices. Section V provides a brief description of the modifications induced to the vortex by RIB mode growth in a fully nonlinear model. Section VI will close with a recapitulation of our most important conclusions. 
II. THE MODEL
This article focuses on the dynamics of geophysical vortices in a dry, stably stratified atmosphere. We neglect the spatial variation in the Coriolis parameter and include viscous dissipation of momentum and temperature. The model will restrict the vortices to be in gradient wind and hydrostatic balance, but the perturbations to that vortex will be under neither of those constraints.
A. Equations of motion
The model used here will be that of Hodyss and Nolan, 15 which uses a radially modified form of the anelastic momentum equations in cylindrical coordinates:
where ⍀ = / r is the basic-state angular velocity, the modified Coriolis parameter is
and the vertical absolute vorticity of the vortex is
͑2.5͒
The incompressibility equation takes the form 1 r ‫ץ‬ruЈ ‫ץ‬r
and the equation for the potential temperature field is
The variables u, , w, r, z, , and g all have their usual meanings in dynamic meteorology, is the potential temperature, = ͑r , z͒ is the density field of the vortex and = ͑r , z͒ is the potential temperature field consistent with , and finally the Coriolis parameter is constant, i.e., f = 0.000 05 s −1 , which is consistent with approximately 20°N latitude on Earth. The F in the momentum equation arise from a parametrized ͑first-order theory͒ Reynold's stress tensor that is intended to represent the subgrid scale turbulence. Similarly, F represents the parametrized turbulent heat flux on the subgrid scale. Consequently, the momentum and temperature source/sink terms will use standard Laplacian diffusion operators in cylindrical coordinates with constant eddy viscosity, v =5 m 2 s −1 . The five perturbation variables will be Fourier decomposed in the azimuthal direction; for example,
Decomposing the dependent variables as in Eq. ͑2.8͒ and using them in Eqs. ͑2.1͒-͑2.3͒, ͑2.6͒, and ͑2.7͒ obtains a set of equations for each azimuthal wavenumber n, viz.,
Equations ͑2.9͒-͑2.13͒ will be solved as a standard matrix eigenvalue problem for the complex frequency and eigenvector ͓u n , n , w n , p n , n ͔. In practice the five equations ͑2.9͒-͑2.13͒ may be reduced to three in ͓u n , w n , n ͔ from which ͓ n , p n ͔ may be constructed through diagnostic relations. See Ref. 1 ͑Appendix A͒ for details. The boundary conditions demand that there is no flow through the domain boundaries, that, because of viscosity, there is no stress in the dynamic variables tangent to the surface, and that, because of diffusion, there is no stress in the potential temperature field. In addition to these conditions computations with highly baroclinic vortices use an upper sponge boundary that is 2 km thick with a decay time scale of 30 s to simulate an upper radiation condition. All the calculations, however, use a sponge boundary along the radial walls that is 25 km thick with a decay time scale of 60 s to simulate outward energy propagation. The explicit details of the sponge-boundary conditions may be found in Ref. 1 .
Unless otherwise stated the domain for all of the calculations presented below extends from r =0 to r = 218 km and from z =0 to z = 20 km. The grid includes 55 points in the radial direction and 45 points in the vertical direction. As in Ref. 1 stretching of the grid in the radial direction has been used to enhance the resolution in the near-vortex region; this results in a 2 km radial grid resolution in the near-vortex region and 444 m vertically.
B. Unperturbed vortex
Our focus in this article will be on warm-core vortices with the typical scales of tropical cyclones. As shown by Hodyss and Nolan 15 a benefit of using their version of the linear anelastic equations for hurricane-like vortices is that the unperturbed vortex self-consistently satisfies unapproximated versions of hydrostatic balance,
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and gradient wind balance,
Far from the vortex, the ambient fluid will be assumed to have a constant buoyancy frequency,
where, throughout this article, we will use a common geophysical value for the far-field buoyancy frequency:
From this definition of the far-field buoyancy frequency, the far-field potential temperature and density field may be calculated. However, the effect of the stably stratified far field on the growth rate and structure of the unstable modes will not be described here. The interested reader is directed to previous work. [16] [17] [18] We will use two different vortices: one will have a PV field that will decrease monotonically with radial distance from the center and the other will have a single-peak in the PV field. The monotonic vortex is used to compare directly to previous work with barotropic vortices and the singlepeak vortex is used to contrast RIB modes against the more traditional VR-VR wave instabilities.
The procedure of Nolan et al. 19 will be used to construct the vortices. This procedure is to initially specify the vorticity field and from that calculate the wind field through
where is the vertical vorticity. While the vertical vorticity field will be specified from simple analytical functions ͑see Appendix A͒ to obtain the associated wind field using Eq. ͑2.17͒, because of the nonlinearity in the gradient wind balance, the temperature, density, and pressure fields must be iteratively solved from this wind field using Eqs. ͑2.14͒ and ͑2.15͒. The details of the individual vortices used throughout this article will be discussed as needed.
C. Perturbation energy budget and critical layer damping
As stated in Sec. I, a goal of this work is to provide a comprehensive comparison of RIB mode instability against the more traditional VR-VR wave-type barotropic instability. To accomplish this task requires the use of a formalism for understanding wave growth for which traditional VR-VR wave-type barotropic instability is already well understood. In this regard we choose the perturbation energy budget because of its widespread use as a tool to understand the growth of normal mode disturbances. 16, 20 The use of the perturbation energy budget is somewhat different from the traditional tools used in previous work with RIB mode dynamics wherein the conservation of a wave activity measure ͑pseudomomentum͒ is used to construct approximate relations governing the dynamics of the modes. 7, 13, 21 Because this previous work has focused on the role played by critical layer damping we will briefly discuss the role of the critical layers. The critical layer satisfies the equation ⍀ ͓r c ͑z͔͒ = r / n, where r and n are the real part of the eigenfrequency and the azimuthal wavenumber, respectively, and r c ͑z͒ is the critical radius at height z, which in the threedimensional baroclinic environment defines a critical shell through the vortex. In Schecter and Montgomery's 7 original work a wave activity conservation law was used to show that the growth rate of the VR wave is proportional to ͓their Eq. ͑70͔͒ i ϰ rad − cl , where rad represents growth processes due to IB wave emission into the outer flow and cl represents damping by critical layer stirring of the PV. Because cl ϰ −dQ / dr ͉ r c ͑z͒ the strength of the critical layer damping on the VR wave is proportional to the magnitude of the radial PV gradient along the critical surface. It is important to point out that this theory was derived in the monotonic vortex setting and therefore stirring of the PV need not damp the VR wave if the vortex is nonmonotonic. While it is true that a rigorous comparison of critical layer damping theory to the perturbation energy budget would require evaluating a number of parameters for which cl is a function, we will use the magnitude of −dQ / dr ͉ r c ͑z͒ as a proxy for the role played by critical layer damping. This will allow a connection to be made between the wave activity formalism and that of the perturbation energy budget.
For simplicity we will present the inviscid energetics of the perturbation energy budget derived from Eqs. ͑2.9͒-͑2.13͒. For purely asymmetric perturbations at wavenumber n the kinetic energy ͑KE͒ and available potential energy ͑APE͒ of the perturbations are separable from the vortex by the usual method of decomposition of waves from a mean state, such that KE = 1 2
where ͑2.19a͒
͑2.19b͒
Because we have assumed that the fluid is stably stratified ͑N 2 Ͼ 0͒ the total energy of the perturbation is positive definite. Hence, we are simply using the perturbation energy as a norm for wave amplitude. This is not to be confused with the definition of wave energy used by Briggs et al. 8 and Cairns 9 wherein they measured the impact of the wave on the total energy of the fluid, which allows for waves with negative energy.
The energy for perturbation growth may come from either the KE or the APE of the vortex. The KE budget reveals that perturbations may acquire energy from the radial or vertical shear of the vortex by appropriately configured radial and vertical momentum fluxes. These energy sources are labeled radial and vertical KE productions, respectively, and appear on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑2.19a͒. In addition to the production terms, the KE and APE may make a direct exchange owing to the symmetry in the last term in each equation.
The first term on the right-hand side of the APE budget reveals that the only production term for APE relies on the radial shear of the potential temperature. It is important to mention, however, that the radial gradient of the potential temperature is directly related to the vertical shear of the vortex winds through the vertical derivative of gradient wind balance:
.20͒ is the cylindrical coordinate equivalent of thermal-wind balance and relates the radial gradients in the thermodynamics to the vertical shearing of the vortex winds. This relationship between the vertical shearing of the vortex and the radial gradients in the thermodynamics highlights the fact that the KE and APE of the vortex are linked and that these two energy reservoirs are not as distinct as the decomposition in Eqs. ͑2.19a͒ and ͑2.19b͒ may appear to imply.
III. RIB MODES IN A MONOTONIC VORTEX
We now examine the dominant modes of a rapidly rotating, smoothed Rankine vortex. We focus on vortices in that portion of parameter space for which the Rossby number is O͑10͒. We do this in order to focus on vortices with structures similar to previous work with barotropic vortices that have relatively strong unstable RIB modes.
A. Stability properties
To begin we examine the stability properties of the barotropic vortex in show that instability by perturbations to axisymmetric vortices in the asymmetric balance equations requires a change in sign of the generalized PV gradient on isentropic surfaces, viz.,
͑3.1͒
where z 0 is the vertical level in z where rigid horizontal boundaries exist and ␦ is the Dirac delta function. The satisfaction of this condition is to be associated with instabilities of the coupled VR wave type. This shows that the barotropic vortex in Fig. 2͑a͒ is considered stable in balanced vortex models because the radial PV gradient does not change sign anywhere in the fluid and there is no vertical shear along the surface or the upper rigid lid. We show next that this vortex is in fact unstable in our more general anelastic vortex model and that the mode is extracting the energy for this growth from the outer vortex shear region. Figure 2͑b͒ shows the eigenvalue spectrum for the most unstable RIB mode at azimuthal wavenumbers n =1-8. This vortex has its most unstable mode ͑MUM͒ at n = 5. At wavenumbers greater than n = 8 viscous dissipation begins to dominate and the growth rate tends to zero. The structure of the mode may be seen in Fig. 3 . The structure is clearly of classic RIB mode form, whereby the mode consists of an inner VR wave and far-field IB wave radiation ͓even though this is a barotropic vortex the density variation in the background results in the "top-heavy" nature of the PV field seen in Fig. 3͑c͔͒ .
To understand the effect of baroclinicity on this mode we have plotted in Fig. 2͑b͒ the growth rate spectrum for the MUM for two other vortices. These vortices were constructed by linearly increasing ͑decreasing͒ the wind of the barotropic vortex of Fig. 2͑a͒ by 10% between the ground and the upper rigid lid at 20 km. Because the maximum wind speed for the barotropic vortex is approximately 37 ms −1 this resulted in a very small increase ͑decrease͒ of 3.7 ms −1 over 20 km. Figure 2͑b͒ shows that in both cases this reduced the growth rate at wavenumber 5 by more than a factor of 1 
.
This tendency for baroclinicity to stabilize monotonic vortices to disturbances of RIB mode form appears robust.
To support this statement we examine a highly baroclinic vortex. This highly baroclinic vortex ͑Fig. 4͒ was constructed by smoothly sending to zero the PV profile of the barotropic vortex above approximately 10 km ͑see Appendix B͒. Figure  4͑a͒ shows that the vortex has a generally barotropic character below 4 km but cuts off relatively rapidly starting around 8 km. The vortex PV profile may be seen in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
In Fig. 5 we compare the eigenvalue spectrum at n =5 for the barotropic vortex against the highly baroclinic vortex of Fig. 4 . We have chosen not to plot the portion of the spectrum associated with negative real frequencies. Because the vortex winds are positive definite this neglects IB waves that cannot participate in RIB mode dynamics. For frequencies bounded by 0 Ͻ r Յ n⍀ max , where ⍀ max represents the maximum surface angular frequency, the eigenvalue spectrum of the barotropic vortex ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒ shows a wellordered, discrete approximation to the continuous spectrum of VR waves present in a barotropic vortex of this type. Also within this region and extending somewhat beyond the buoyancy frequency ͑ r = N͒ is a discrete spectrum of IB waves. In the region where the VR waves and the IB waves overlap, a wedge of unstable modes appears. These are the RIB modes and their presence denotes the region with real fre- quencies where ͑1͒ the frequencies of the VR and IB waves overlap and ͑2͒ the structures of the VR and IB waves are most favorable for mutual reinforcement. Compare this behavior to that in Fig. 5͑b͒ where we show the eigenvalue spectrum for the baroclinic vortex of Fig. 4 . It is immediately apparent that the unstable modes on the baroclinic vortex are now decaying. In addition, much of the spectrum has been depressed toward smaller growth rates. At the frequency of the wedge of unstable modes in the barotropic vortex, one should note that in the spectra of the baroclinic vortex there now exist bands of modes that we identify as RIB modes through visual inspection of the eigenfunctions ͑not shown͒ but whose growth rates have been significantly depressed. Figure 6 shows the least damped mode at n = 5 for the baroclinic vortex in Fig. 4 . In the PV field ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒, this mode is highly bottom trapped and positioned just outside of the radius of maximum vortex PV gradient. The vertical velocity ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒ shows a strong single band of vertical motion extending from the surface to near the top of the domain. This shows that the IB wave in the vertical motion field appears as a very thin sheet, which is distinctly different from the relatively broader IB wave structure on the barotropic vortex ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. The thin bands of IB wave radiation seen in Fig. 6͑a͒ is reminiscent of the IB wave emissions obtained from very thin vortices in strongly stratified flows. 14 The rapid decay of the vertical motion field near the top of the model domain is due to the sponge-damping region. The structural appearance of the mode in the vertical motion field represents the upward and outward propagation of energy. This can be understood through group velocity arguments ͑Appendix C͒. Recall that the group velocity for IB waves is perpendicular to the wave vector and parallel to the wave crests. 24 In the case of Fig. 6͑b͒ , the mode consists of a single wave crest oriented such that energy is propagating away from the PV maximum. We will see below that this feature that IB wave emission occurs from the PV maximum in the VR wave is also common in single-peak vortices and is consistent with the idea that the IB wave is being emitted by the VR wave.
B. Energetics and critical layer damping
The energy budgets for the MUM on the barotropic and 10% increase/decrease vortices are presented in Table I . The energy production for the MUM on the barotropic vortex is dominated by KE transfers from the radial shear of the vortex. The radial KE production term is plotted in Fig. 7 . This figure confirms that the RIB mode is the result of a unique z (km) Basic State Az. Vel., max=3.30e+01, min=0.00e+00, int=3.67e+00 
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form of divergent barotropic instability, which, in contrast to VR-VR wave-type barotropic instability, feeds off the radial shear in the outer shear region ͑r Ͼ 42 km͒. This also provides a simple explanation for the observed increase in RIB mode growth rate found by Schecter and Montgomery 7 for vortices with more negative radial PV gradients at radii inside of the critical radius. It can easily be shown from Eq. ͑2.17͒ that as long as the radial curvature of the angular velocity is small, large negative radial vertical vorticity gradients imply large negative radial angular velocity gradients in the outer shear region, which from Eq. ͑2.19a͒ implies a local source of KE in this region. Hence, because RIB modes feed off the radial wind shear in the outer vortex shear region, relatively larger growth rates of RIB modes should be expected on vortices with relatively sharper transitions to the far field in the vertical vorticity field.
Table I also shows that the growth of perturbation APE is largely due to perturbation energy exchange, with a very weak contribution from radial APE production. Additionally, dissipation is quite large-about 14% of the radial KE production-because of the sensitivity of the eddy viscosity term to the relatively complicated structure of this mode.
The MUMs on the 10% increase/decrease vortices are also growing from radial KE production. Nevertheless, in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the total energy tendency is substantially smaller for the MUM on the baroclinic vortices. The possible energy sink provided by the addition of vertical momentum fluxes to the KE budget for the baroclinic vortices cannot explain this result. The primary difference between the energy budget for the barotropic and 10% increase/decrease vortices is a reduction in the radial KE production and an increase in the dissipation.
As discussed in Sec. II C, this same process may be viewed from the perspective of critical layer damping by examining the strength of −dQ / dr ͉ r c ͑z͒ . In Table II is shown the radius of the critical layer and −dQ / dr ͉ r c ͑z͒ at the surface and at the top of the model. Because the 10% vortices change linearly with height it is sufficient to simply compare the changes made at the surface and at the top of the model. Recall that the theory of critical layer damping implies that the growth rate of the RIB mode will be weak when the magnitude of −dQ / dr at the critical layer is large. Consistent with the energy analysis the strength of −dQ / dr at the critical radius is greater for the 10% baroclinic vortices than for the barotropic case, implying weaker RIB mode growth in the baroclinic cases. It is interesting to note that the largest difference between the barotropic and baroclinic cases in −dQ / dr is at the surface for the 10% increase vortex and at the upper levels for the 10% decrease vortex. Because there is a significant change in the growth rate of the mode on the 10% increase vortex and the upper level value of −dQ / dr at the critical radius actually decreases, it appears that the reduction in growth rate of the mode on the 10% increase vortex is due to the change in the critical radius at low levels.
z (km)
abs[EPV 5 ] max=1.25e−006, min=9.99e−015, int=1.14e−7KE Prod. Term, max=1.48e−005, min=6.01e−025, int=1.34e−006
IV. RIB MODES IN A SINGLE-PEAK VORTEX
The single-peak vortex is susceptible to classic VR-VR wave-type barotropic instability. However, given a sufficiently steep radial PV profile it seems reasonable that the outer VR wave participating in the VR-VR wave-type barotropic instability may emit a frequency matched IB wave into the far field and also grow through RIB mode-type processes. It is the goal of this section to understand under what conditions RIB-type instability might compete with or even dominate over VR-VR wave-type instability and if both types may be able to act in concert.
A. Stability properties
We now examine the dominant modes of a rapidly rotating vortex with a single peak in its radial PV profile. We begin by examining the behavior of RIB and traditional VR-VR instabilities in barotropic vortices. Figure 8͑a͒ shows the radial PV profiles at the surface for three vortices. Levy 25 and Schubert et al. 26 showed that annuli with narrow radial widths in the vortex PV field lead to much larger growth rates for coupled VR wave barotropic instabilities than annuli with relatively broad radial widths in the vortex PV. Their studies, however, used a model with 2D incompressible flow. Figure 8͑b͒ confirms these results in this stratified, nonhydrostatic model. The solid line, which represents the thinnest annulus, has by far the largest growth rate. In contrast, the relatively thicker annuli have growth rate curves that are much less peaked as a function of real frequency ͑or wavenumber͒. Recall this behavior for the RIB modes from Fig. 2͑b͒ . The difference between the growth rate curves is due to the presence of IB wave emission, and therefore RIB mode-type growth processes. This can be seen by comparing the structure of the MUM of the thin annulus ͑Fig. 9͒ with the structure of the MUM on the medium annulus ͑Fig. 10͒. In Figs. 9͑a͒ and 9͑b͒, the PV field for the MUM on the thin annulus shows a traditional barotropic instability. However, the vertical velocity field in Figs. 9͑c͒ and 9͑d͒ shows IB wave emission emanating from the mode at the bottom and top of the model domain. Compare this mode to that in Fig. 10 . In particular, the PV field in Fig. 10͑a͒ for the mode on the medium annulus has a substantial distance between the inner and outer VR waves. This leads to relatively weaker PV fluxes across each VR wave by the other and consequently weaker growth when compared against the mode in Fig. 9͑a͒ . However, in Figs. 10͑c͒ and 10͑d͒ it is apparent that the outer VR wave on the medium annulus is emitting a substantial amount of IB wave radiation into the far field. Also there exist significant differences between the vertical structures of the modes on the thin annular vortex in the vertical motion field when compared with Fig. 10͑d͒ . In particular, the vertical motion field is an order of magnitude stronger for the medium annulus. Additionally, the thin annular vortex favors modes with no vertical structure while the medium and thick ͑not shown͒ annular vortices favor modes with a nonzero vertical wavenumber. 
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To understand how the addition of vertical shear of the axisymmetric vortex modifies the preceding results we modify the previous experiments by again adding small amounts of vertical shear as in Sec. III. In Fig. 8͑c͒ is shown the MUM for the thin annular vortex and for two other vortices whose wind speeds either linearly increase or decrease by 10% in the vertical. Note that the coupled VR wave instability is not particularly affected by the small addition of vertical wind shear. However, contrast this result with Fig.  8͑d͒ , which shows the MUM on the medium annulus vortex. In Fig. 8͑d͒ the addition of vertical wind shear has, similar to the MUM on the monotonic vortex ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒, reduced the growth rate by a factor of about 1 2 . This reduction in the growth of unstable baroclinic modes with IB wave emission because of increases in the vertical wind shear again appears robust. We take the barotropic medium annulus vortex and apply the same algorithm as in Sec. III to make a new vortex that is highly baroclinic. The resulting vortex is shown in Fig. 11 . In Fig. 11͑a͒ we show the vortex winds and in Fig. 11͑b͒ we show the vortex PV. This vortex has maximum winds of about 40 ms −1 at a radius of 40 km. The vortex is quite barotropic over the lowest 8 km but then rapidly decays above that altitude.
In Fig. 12 we compare the eigenvalue spectra from the barotropic medium annular vortex ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒ to that of the highly baroclinic version of the same vortex ͑Fig. 11͒. In each panel of Fig. 12 , the two vertical dash-dotted lines mark those mode frequencies bounded by n⍀ min Յ r Յ n⍀ max , where ⍀ min and ⍀ max represent the central and maximum surface angular frequencies of the vortex, respectively. For both vortices, the MUMs have frequencies approximately halfway between the central and maximum surface angular frequencies of the vortex. This appears to be a vortex analog of the semicircle theorem for unstable modes. 23, 27 A comparison of Fig. 12 with Fig. 5 reveals a remarkable degree of similarity. The addition of vertical shear to the vortex has again depressed the growth rate toward lower values for nearly all of the eigenmodes, including the stable VR and IB modes. The structure of the MUM ͑n =4͒ on the highly baroclinic single-peak vortex of Fig. 11 reveals a VR wave with IB wave emission ͑Fig. 13͒. The PV field in Figs. 13͑a͒ and  13͑b͒ shows a VR wave with a vertical maximum around 5 km. This VR wave is emitting a frequency matched IB wave into the far field ͓Figs. 13͑c͒ and 13͑d͔͒. This IB wave emission is emanating from the level of the maximum in the mode PV field, much like that of the mode on the highly baroclinic monotonic vortex ͑Fig. 6͒. This property that IB wave emission emanates from the maximum in the VR wave PV was noted in all simulations. Note that the group velocity for this IB wave emission is directed outward and downward, such that the outward propagating wave energy strikes the surface at around 75 km from the center of the vortex. The IB wave energy is subsequently reflected from the surface and redirected upward, where it is eventually dissipated in the sponge boundary at the top of the model domain. It is interesting to note that the second MUM ͑n = 3; not shown͒ on the highly baroclinic single-peak vortex of Fig. 11 reveals a mix of coupled VR waves with IB wave emission that is similar to Fig. 10 . This confirms that IB wave emission from VR waves is robust in single-peak vortices as well as the monotonic vortices in Sec. III.
B. Energetics and critical layer damping
The energy budgets for the barotropic and 10% increase/ decrease single-peak vortices are presented in Table III . Again, the energy production is dominated by radial KE production, which is again consistent with these modes being classified as divergent barotropic instabilities. In Fig. 14 is shown the radial KE production term for the thin ͓Fig. 14͑a͔͒, medium ͓Fig. 14͑b͔͒, and thick ͓Fig. 14͑c͔͒ barotropic single-peak vortices. Because all three vortices have coupled VR waves and IB wave radiation, they are extracting energy from the horizontal shear in both the inner and outer vortex shear regions. The main energy contribution in the narrow and medium cases is from the inner vortex shear region, but the main contribution in the wide case is from the outer vortex shear region. Therefore the degree to which the mode 
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The Rossby-inertia-buoyancy instability Phys. Fluids 20, 096602 ͑2008͒ extracts energy in the outer shear region is a function of the width of the annulus. This is because as the annulus width increases the mode must extract more energy from the outer shear because traditional VR-VR wave growth processes are inefficient on vortices with wide annuli.
Comparing the barotropic narrow and medium annulus cases reveals two strong differences that explain the reduction in growth rate for the mode on the medium annulus, the first and most important difference being simply that the radial KE production term is weaker for the mode on the medium annulus. This supports the previous argument that this is due to the physical separation between the interacting VR waves, i.e., the radial fluxes of momentum across each VR wave by the other is weaker because there is simply a greater radial distance between them. Second, the dissipation for the modes on the medium annulus has increased by a factor of about 40. This is due to VR-VR wave modes with small vertical wavenumbers being favored on the thin annuli and coupled VR-RIB modes with larger vertical wavenumbers being favored on the medium annuli. The MUM modes on the wide annuli behave very similarly to that on the medium annuli ͑not shown͒.
These same factors controlling the growth rate of the modes on the barotropic vortex control the growth rate on the 10% increase/decrease vortices. On the narrow annulus the 10% increase/decrease vortices are little affected by the vertical wind shear because they have a relatively smooth vertical structure and produce little IB wave emission. However, the modes on the 10% increase/decrease versions of the medium annulus again show a strong reduction in the radial KE production and a substantial increase in the dissipation. In all cases, it is important to mention that the vertical KE production cannot explain the reduction in growth rate because it is not strong enough to act as a significant sink of KE.
Because the energy extraction occurring for these modes is mixed between traditional VR-VR wave-type instability and RIB mode growth processes the understanding to be gained by critical layer damping theory is limited. This is born out in Table IV . Because these single-peak vortices have a maximum in the angular velocity some modes have both an inner and an outer critical radius. The critical radii listed in Table IV are for the outer critical radii because this is where stirring of the PV occurs due to IB wave emission. Note that for the narrow annuli, in which IB wave emission r (km) z (km) Basic State Az. Vel., max=4.01e+01, min=0.00e+00, int=4.45e+00 is weak, the increase in critical layer damping is not significantly felt by the mode. Also, for the mode on the medium annuli, critical layer damping theory seems consistent with the 10% decrease case but inconsistent with the 10% increase case, wherein the magnitude of the PV gradient on the critical surface actually decreases even though the growth rate of the mode is significantly reduced with the increase in vortex baroclinicity. 
V. EQUILIBRATION IN A NONLINEAR MODEL
Perhaps nothing says so much about a linear instability as the way in which it interacts with and modifies the basicstate flow which supports it. While the initial feedback of the growing modes onto the flow can be computed with the linear model used above, 28 ,29 a fully nonlinear model must be used to evaluate the nonlinear equilibration of these modes and their cumulative impact on the vortex.
A. Model and initial conditions
We simulate the growth and evolution of these modes with a three-dimensional, fully compressible, nonlinear model of atmospheric dynamics. The model is version 2.1.2 of the weather research and forecast ͑WRF͒ model. WRF uses high-order advection schemes on an Arakawa-C grid, with = p h / p hs as a vertical coordinate, where p h and p hs are the hydrostatic pressure and the hydrostatic surface pressures, respectively. 30 The time integration uses third-order Runge-Kutta time stepping. 31, 32 All "model physics" such as moisture, radiation, and surface friction are deactivated for these simulations.
The WRF domain uses 420ϫ 420 horizontal grid points with 2 km grid spacing and 45 vertical levels from z = 0 to 20 km. The number and locations of levels in coordinates have been chosen so as to be almost exactly equally spaced in height and at the same altitudes as the levels in the linear model above. A Rayleigh damping region with similar depth and relaxation time scales minimizes ͑though does not eliminate completely͒ gravity wave reflection from the top boundary. The kinematic viscosity of both momentum and temperature are set as above to 5 m 2 s −1 . The outer boundary conditions are periodic in both directions. This naturally raises the concern of the effects of interference from radiating gravity waves that return to the vortex after radiating out from each side of the domain. However, the repeated interactions of the reflecting waves with the upper damping region causes them to be substantially damped by the time they return to the center of the domain. This will be evident in the figures that follow.
For the nonlinear simulations we use the baroclinic medium annulus vortex. The azimuthal wind field shown in Fig.  11 is extended outward to larger radii with a 1 / r decay corresponding to zero relative vorticity in the far field. However, since the total circulation must equal zero in a doubly periodic domain, the wind field is smoothed to zero at large radii with the form V͑r,z͒ = ͑r,z͒exp͓− ͑r/R͒ 6 ͔, ͑5.1͒
where R = 300 km, such that the wind field is zero for all r Ͼ 400 km. This axisymmetric wind field and the pressure and temperature fields that hold it in balance are interpolated onto the three-dimensional Cartesian grid of the WRF model. Three different initial conditions were used. The first had a purely n = 4 wavenumber temperature perturbation with a maximum amplitude of 0.01 K localized near the radius of maximum winds. This perturbation was use to excite the MUM. The second had a sum of similar temperature perturbations for wavenumbers n =1-8; this was used to validate the dominance of the MUM and to simulate the nonlinear evolution from a broader spectrum of initial perturbations.
The projection of the axisymmetric vortex onto the WRF model grid and small errors in the balance of the initial state lead to growing modes from very small perturbations in the 
FIG. 14. The mass weighted radial KE production term for the barotropic ͑a͒ thin annulus, ͑b͒ medium annulus, and ͑c͒ thick annulus. Note that as the annulus thickness increases, more energy is extracted from the outer vortex region.
model even if no explicit initial perturbations are introduced. Furthermore, there is a very small but measurable frictional decay of the basic-state vortex due to the explicit diffusion ͑ =5 m 2 s −1 ͒. For the most accurate evaluation of the linear growth phase of the perturbations, we used a third initial condition which was the unperturbed axisymmetric vortex. The linear growth rate and structure of the unstable mode at early times were computed by taking the difference between the perturbed and unperturbed simulations.
B. Results
To validate the linear model used in the first part of this paper, we first consider the linear growth stage of the MUM for this vortex. Figure 15 shows a horizontal cross section of the PV perturbation and a vertical section of the vertical velocity perturbation at t = 10 h in the simulation. There is reasonable agreement with the mode structures shown previously in Fig. 13 .
Also shown in Fig. 15͑d͒ on a logarithmic plot are the maximum amplitudes of the perturbation w and PV for the first 18 h of the simulation. An exponential growth period is evident from t = 4 to 16 h. However, the growth rate computed from the WRF model is actually almost twice as large as that predicted by the linear model. Two factors were found to be the likely reasons for the faster growth rates in WRF. One factor is the that the linear model uses centered, secondorder differences in the vertical and in the radial directions, while WRF uses fifth-order upwind-biased advection in the horizontal directions and third-order upwind-biased advection in the vertical directions. Thus, the linear model has a much higher value of "effective" diffusion ͑the combination of both explicit and numerical dissipations͒ than WRF. Figure 15͑d͒ also shows the growth rates of the n = 4 RIB mode on the medium baroclinic annulus for simulations with successively higher values of the eddy viscosity, with =10 and 20 m 2 s −1 . While the growth rate does decrease, it remains greater than for the linear model for both values of . Thus, it seems likely that there is another reason for the discrepancy.
This other reason is likely to be the substantially different phase speeds ͑angular velocities͒ of the two modes. While the angular velocity of the MUM in the linear model is 0.003 s −1 , the angular velocity of the MUM in the WRF model is quite a bit slower, approximately 0.002 s −1 . Thus, the critical layer for the WRF mode is at a larger radius ͑r = 57 km versus r = 44 km for the linear model; both radii were calculated on the 6.9 km level͒, where the radial PV gradient ͑−‫ץ‬Q / ‫ץ‬r͒ is lower, and thus the critical layer damping is also weaker. The slower speed of the WRF mode is in turn related to the outer boundary conditions. The circulations generated by the waves in the linear model are forced to zero at the outer boundary at r = 218 km, whereas in WRF they are free to expand out to the outer domain boundary located at 420 km from the vortex center. Prior studies have shown that an outer boundary causes VR-type modes to propagate at a faster speed than one in a truly unbounded domain. 33 Another effect of this difference in phase speeds is the different angles of outward propagation for the IB waves, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 13͑d͒ and 15͑b͒. The energy propagation by these waves is more outward for the WRF model and more upward for the linear model. Nonetheless, while these differences reveal some limitations of the linear model, it is clear that both models produce a baroclinic RIB mode with the same essential dynamics.
The longer-term evolution of the unstable RIB mode on the medium baroclinic vortex is illustrated in Fig. 16 , which shows horizontal sections of the total PV and vertical velocity fields at t = 24, 36, and 48 h into the simulation. The MUM, which is a pure RIB mode, causes the high-vorticity annulus ͑i.e., the eyewall͒ to undulate. The early nonlinear evolution is very similar to that caused by pure VR-VR wave barotropic instabilities, as shown by Schubert et al., 26 resulting in a square or "polygonal" shape of the PV.
The remarkable similarity between the flows generated by barotropic instabilities and the polygonal features of radar reflectivity patterns observed in tropical cyclones 1, [34] [35] [36] has led to the wide belief in the meteorological community that these polygonal eyewall patterns are caused by traditional coupled VR-VR wave barotropic instabilities of the hurricane eyewall wind field. This result suggests that in some cases the polygonal eyewall phenomenon may be caused by a completely different kind of instability. This type of instability would be preferred when the cyclone PV field has a relatively "thick" annulus and a small "eye."
The later evolution of the RIB instability is radically different than its traditional VR-VR wave barotropic counterpart. Rather than leading to a complete breakdown of the annular PV field, the n = 4 RIB mode weakens with time and is then supplanted by an equivalent n = 2 mode, ultimately leading to a long-lasting elliptical perturbation. The lowvorticity core stays intact, in contrast to the nonlinear evolution of the barotropic modes, which lead to a complete rearrangement of the PV field to a "monopole" distribution. 26, 36 Rather, the growth and nonlinear equilibration of the VR part of the RIB mode leads to PV mixing in the vicinity of the outer edge of the vortex core. This is shown in Fig. 17͑a͒ , which highlights the PV in the edge region of the vortex. Low PV fluid from outside has been advected into the transition zone, where higher PV fluid has been advected outward and wraps around it. Figure 17͑b͒ shows the outward redistribution with time of the azimuthally averaged PV. The perfect transition of the n = 4 mode to the n = 2 mode is likely a consequence of the pure n = 4 initial condition. For a more relevant nonlinear equilibration, we used the second initial condition described above, which seeded the vortex with n =1-8 perturbations of equal amplitude. For the first 18 h, the PV and w fields for this simulation were nearly indistinguishable from those of the pure n = 4 case ͑not shown͒, thus demonstrating the dominance of that mode. Later, however, the nonlinear equilibration was influenced by the other modes, leading to a rather amorphous perturbation of the PV annulus, as shown at t = 48 h in Fig. 18 . The net effect of the RIB mode and its nonlinear equilibration is simply to smooth out the sharp features of the PV field which allowed the mode to exist in the first place.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of an unstable wave, referred to as a "RIB" mode because it consists of a coupling between a VR wave and an IB wave, was explored in a baroclinic ͑vertical sheared͒ vortex. A linear anelastic model was numerically solved as an eigenvalue problem for the complex frequency and structure of waves on baroclinic vortices with the scales of tropical cyclones. Two specific vortices were examined: the first had a monotonic radial PV profile and the other had a single peak in its PV profile. The monotonic vortex was chosen because it does not contain an inflection point in its PV gradient and therefore is stable to traditional coupled VR wave instability. However, for vortices with large Rossby numbers and large radial PV gradients interior to the critical layer, VR waves emit IB waves that produce strong fluxes back across the VR wave. These fluxes are large enough to produce substantial growth in the VR wave inducing a selfsustaining feedback that is known as the RIB mode. The single-peak vortex was chosen to understand the effect of IB wave coupling on traditional coupled VR wave instability. Major results are summarized below:
• For monotonic vortices even small increases in the baroclinicity resulted in a significant depression in the growth rate of the MUM. This was shown to not be a result of the vertical shearing acting as a sink of KE. This reduction in growth rate was because of a general disruption in the efficiency of KE production from radial fluxes of momentum and because RIB modes have a more complicated vertical structure than traditional VR-VR-type instabilities, such that diffusion acts more strongly.
• For single-peak vortices, the radial width of the annular PV region has a very strong influence on the degree to which VR waves emit IB wave radiation. For thin annular regions on barotropic vortices, unstable modes consisting of coupled VR waves with little to no vertical structure are favored. Because IB wave radiation generally has a significant vertical wavenumber, the coupling of the outer VR wave with IB wave radiation is significantly diminished in this case. Without this coupling to IB wave radiation the MUM of the VR-VR-type instability favors relatively high azimuthal wavenumbers. In contrast, relatively wider annular regions result in distantly coupled VR waves that have weak radial fluxes across each other. In order to produce significant growth, VR waves with nonzero vertical wavenumber are favored because they may use the coupled VR wave and/or the VR-IB wave growth mechanisms. In terms of the azimuthal wavenumber, the relatively wider annular region vortices explored here showed that VR-VR-type instability is generally favored for n Ͻ 3 but that VR-IB wave instabilities begin to dominate for n Ն 3.
• Critical layer damping theory was found to provide a useful and robust explanation for the reduction in growth rate of RIB modes on baroclinic monotonic vortices, where the paradigm of IB wave emission inducing VR wave growth dominates. However, in single-peak vortices, where both VR-VR wave instability and IB wave emission takes place simultaneously, critical layer damping theory was less successful in describing the observed reduction in growth rate due to baroclinicity. This is not too surprising as the theory was derived to explain RIB mode growth in the monotonic vortex regime.
• An independent nonlinear model of forecast quality was used to validate the physical mechanism of the RIB modes diagnosed by the linearized anelastic model. The nonlinear equilibration of a RIB mode on a baroclinic, single-peak vortex with a 20 km thick annulus was shown to result in the observed polygonal eyewall phenomenon. This unique result has previously only been shown in vortices with traditional VR-VR wave-type barotropic instabilities.
dimensions this usually requires the inversion of a secondorder elliptic operator, for an axisymmetric vortex the solution may be found through the following iterative process. First, the desired Q m is defined. Then, using the far-field sounding 0 ͑z͒ as a first guess for the temperature field ͑r , z͒ and the given Q m , Eq. ͑B1͒ may be solved for ͑r , z͒. This vorticity profile is radially integrated at each level to define ͑r , z͒. Then, using the same iterative balancing scheme as before, the ͑r , z͒ that holds this wind field in balance is computed. These ͑r , z͒ and ͑r , z͒ are then used as the background fields for the next computation of ͑r , z͒. In practice, this procedure will only converge if the new vorticity field is only slightly updated from the previous field, i.e., n+1 = n − ␣͑ n − n−1 ͒, ͑B3͒
where typically we use a value of ␣ =10 −4 . Repeating this procedure many times ͑typically about 10 000 iterations͒ leads to a maximum relative error between the specified PV field and that calculated from the wind, temperature, and density fields of less than 1%.
